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About This Game

SCREW-NUT - This is a game in which you need to melt the nut
Your task is to move the nut to the hot platform after which it will melt.

Features:
- Beautiful 3d graphics

- Beautiful Visual effects
- Physical Puzzle

- 45+ levels
- Low system requirements

Related Games in steam :
BITRAY
BITRAY2
SugarBox
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screw nut washer m6. screw nut size. pom screw nut. screw nut escape from tarkov. screw nut vector. screw nut in french. screw
nut holder. round screw nut. screw nut table. screw nut in italiano. screw nut cylinder. fixed screw nut. screw nut insert. screw
nut housing. screw nut photos. screw nut wheel. lag screw nut. screw nut plates. screw nut assembly. screw nut 22mm. screw nut
vibration. feed screw nut

The puzzle solutions were usually obvious, the only difficulty was the random results from the physics.
Nothing to bad, just a bit frustrating.

I got about 1\/2 hour of gameplay for it's $.54USD cost.
It's close to one dollar per hour of gameplay.

Nothing really wrong with the game, nothing really stands out about it.
If you like simple physics puzzles, go ahead and buy it on sale.. Short, but still very fun. The graphics are nice and have a
machine shop feel. The mechanics are well implemented and do not feel like they need much more work. A lot of puzzle
games seem to have a student project feel to them, which isn't always bad, but this one feels like a professionally made
game.. The concept is fun, the graphics simple but pleasing. However, there are still some bugs to some levels (e.g. 21)
where you are completely at the mercy of the physics randomly giving you the correct outcome. With a bit of tweaking,
this could be a great little puzzle game. I'd wait until the bugs are worked out to purchase.. So for starters, I did a video
review and you can watch it here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/tFoppkN8RXc

Now for the written review, I'd have to say that as of now, I can't recommend this game as it stands but since you will be
updating the game and since I have seen what you are capable of making on your YouTube channel, I will give a thumbs up
recommendation.

Pros:
-Beautiful graphics
-Nice main menu music
-Soothing dissolve sound for the items melting

Cons:
-The "You Passed" sound could be something less "dingy?"
-Main menu and level select menu have low fps compared to actual gameplay even when on the lowest settings.
-The physics aren't consistent. This gets really irritating around level 17 and up.
-The right bomb doesn't seem to give any real push on level 22.

Level 22 is the furthest I've gotten so far so I can't review passed that.

Overall, I would give this a solid 7\/10 gameplay-wise. I think this is worth it with the upcoming updates considering this is only
$1($0.59 for sale).
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